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A 'wmnracm. ’ " ' ' 

To all whom it may concern: ' - ' 

Be it known that I, PATRICK H. MACK, a 
citizen of the United States, residing at 
Bradford, in the county of‘ McKean and 
State of Pennsylvania, have invented cer 
taiii new and useful‘Improvements in Well 
Packers, of which the following is a speci? 
cation. _ . - I ‘ 

This invention relates to the class, of de-v 
vices. commonly termed well-packers, such 
as are 'used ‘for instance -'in connection with 

' Artesian wells, 'oil wells, or like deep wells, 

.15. 
and particularly adapted for use as plugs 
for shutting o?’ the'water from the lower 
levels of the well. . ' ‘ 

The present device relates more ‘particu 
larly'to devices which serve to prevent pas~ 

‘sage of water, ;‘etc., from below, being 

an 
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" especial-1y adapted for use under conditions 
which necessitate the presence of a' packer 
at or in juxtaposition to the bottom of the 
well in order that the water encountered 
may be kept from the main portion of the 
well, the packer having the ‘characteristics 
of a plug in this respect. In meeting-such 
conditions, it is essential that not only must 
the packer retain its position, but it must be 
of a form which will‘practically prevent 
leakage of the water therethrough. It 
should also be capable of preventing access 

' of water or gas between the packing and its 
support, a ‘difficulty which not only permits 
of the passage of water, etc., but also tends 
to permit the packing to be stripped from 
its support and thus destroy the purpose for 
which the packer is employed. 
’ The present invention is intended pri 
marily to act as a packing plug,-_and may be 
employed for the closing of dry wells, or in 
other relations, such for instance, as hereto 
fore pointed out. _ . 

- ~The packer or plug is set through the op 
eration of threaded members, the threading 

' action of such members acting to. set or to 
45 collapse the parts depending upon the direc 

\ tion of threading movement. This arrange 
ment practically dispenses 'with'the utiliza 
tion of the weight of the superposed tubing 
in the setting operation, such tubing serving 
merely to carry the packer or plug to its 
proper position, after which it is set by such 
threading action. _ Where the plug is auto 
matically positioned by devices, functioning 

. somewhat‘on the lines ot the “anchor type, ’ 

Speci?cation of Letters Patent.‘ 

Application ?led Hatch 5, 1915. Serial No. 12,504. 
Patented May so, 1916. 

' Y the superposed weight may serve' to expand 
elements other than'those-which form-the 
main setting structures. - ‘ 

The invention also permits of its applica 
tion along the lines‘of the anchor-type, or of 
the wall type, slight changes being provided 

' in the lower portion of the packer or plug 
in these different uses. ' 
To vthese and other ends, thenature of 

which will be readily, understood as the in 
vention is hereinafter'disclosed, said inven-. 
tion consists in the improved construction 
and combination of parts hereinafter fully 
described, illustrated in the accompanying 
‘drawings, and more particularly pointed out 
in- the appended claims. 
In the accompanying'drawings, in which ‘ 

similar "reference characters indicate similar 
parts in each of the views,_Figur.e 1 is a side 
elevation of apacker'vconstructed in accord 
ance with my present invention, with the 
arrangement of parts adapted to operate on 
the anchor principle, the parts being shown 
in position for movement through the well; 
Fig. 2 is a vertical sectional View, of the 
same shown in position within the well, the 
several wall engaging parts being in engag 
ing position; Figs. 3, 4 and 5 are cross sec 
tional views taken on the lines 3-3, 4—4= 
and 5——5 respectively of Fig. 1; and Fig. 6 
is a fragmentary view of the lower portion 
of the device shown in position in a well,‘ 
when modi?ed to operate on the wall 
principle. ' 

In the drawings, 10 indicates the coupling 
member whichis carried by the'tubing, and 
which is adapted to removably engage pins 
carried by the upper end of a rod 11, the 
member 10 being bayonet slotted in such 
manner as. to permit ready disengagement 
and at the same time enable rotation ‘of the 
member 10 to impart a rotating» motion to 
the memberll -for a purpose presently de 
scribed. , . 

12 designates a cap vshaped member which 
is loosely mounted on the rod 11 and which 
has a sleeve~like relation to a tubular mem 
ber 13 which acts as a supportfor the packer 
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14, herein indicated as in the form of an ~ 
elongated compressible sleeve of, ‘suitable 
material such as rubber, the member 12 hav 
ing an annular ?ange‘12a at'its lower end 

105 

which serves to provide an annular recess _ 
within which the‘packing 14 extends. 



in 
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As shown more particularly ‘in Fig. 2, the 
rod ll‘is provided with a shoulder 11a be 
tween whichfand the upper end of the cap, 
.member 12,, is preferab _ 
‘,element.15, preferably of the‘ ball bearin' _ 

I type which, will permit ready rotation o~ ' 
the rodlll without effecting 

' _ ments to. the cap 12. ' ' j . p . 

. ,. ~ ' 16;de'_ 'gnates. a sleeve-like-member-mount-_ 
ed on the tube 13, said member l?galso ‘car- " 

~ lrying an annular. ?ange 16“ forming'the an 
nular recess into which the opposite end of 
the acking'14 extends.‘ ‘As will be‘ under 
stood, the members 12 .and 16 serve as pack 
ing compressing elements, the ?anges - of. 
these members tendin to prevent access of 
water, etcrto the insi e of the-packing'and 
between it and the tube 13. The member 
16 has‘ its lower ‘portion preferably in the 
form of a hollow truncated cone, the yin 

' ‘clined surface of which is adapted to coop 

25 

erate with the ?ared‘interiors of’ the slips 
‘17, these ‘latter being dprefep?bly garliigdtlply 

on e u e. , e. a slip cage‘18"loeate 
arrangement being such that upon ap lica 
tion of ressure in one direction 0 ‘the 
length 0 tube 13,’ the slips will be forced 

- outwardly to engagethe wall of the well, 
'. the opposing - inc 
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v med faces of the member 
16 and slips 17 providingthis action. If 
desired, the slips may be arranged to be au 
tomatically withdrawn when relative move 
ments of the slips-and member 16 is such as’ 
to permit this action. 

19 designates a lower cap member for the ‘ 
tube‘ 13, said member and the member 18 
being‘preferably complementally formed to 
provide a gland-like arrangement in con 
nection with an auxiliary packing member 
20,.which may also be of rubber, the mem 
bers 18 and 19 and the packing'20 prefer 
ably having complemental con? - rations 
such as. to tend to cause the packing 20 to 
be ?rmly clamped about the tube 13 when 
the packer is set, this arrangement also 
tending to prevent leakage of water or gas 

_ along the exterior of the tube to reach the 
- ‘ interior of the packing 14;. 
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. time the slips will be expanded ‘so as to en- 1 
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As will be readily understood ‘from the 
above, application of pressure on the cap‘ 
member 12 will’ tend to cause the packin 
14 to be compressed so as to engage the wal 
of the well and the tube 13, and at the same 

gage the wall, thus securing the packer in 
position. This result is obtained by the 
particular connectionswhich cooperate with 
the rod 11, these connections being best 
shown in Fig. 2, in which the lower end of 
the rod 11 is shown as threaded into‘ a sleeve - 
or socket element 21, the latter bein .pro 
vided with an annular shoulder 21a a apted 
to be engaged by a suitable member carried 
by the rod 11, such, for instance, as a pin 
22, the sleeve bemg provided with, openings 

v located 'a bearing. 

similar.v move-. 

'_ meal-nie- ' 

21b _which will permit of the ready inser 
tion of the pinthrou h the wall of the 
s eeve. 

" the purpose of this being to prevent the rod 
11 'from being entirely withdrawn from the 
sleeve 21', the pin 22 cooperating with the 
lsh'oulder2la to limit the threading move 
vment of- the rod in one direction. Said 
‘sleeve also carries a rod or stem '23, the 
lower vend of which is threaded to the cap 
‘19, said stem having a collar 23“ which abuts 
against aninteriorishoulder carried by the 
cap 19. It. will be understood, of course, _ 
that the stern 23‘ and sleeve 21 may be formed 
integral if desired, the particular construc 
tion shown in theldrawlng permitting of a 
simple‘ form- of construction, it being pre 
ferred that .the stem ‘and. sleeve‘ be secured ' 
together‘ against relative ‘movement in order 
‘that the sleeve may be held ?rmly when the 
rod 11 is being threaded by manipulation of 
the superposed tubing from-the top of the 
well: One way of producing this result is 
to employ a pin which extends through the 
sleeve and stem. Similarly, the stem may 
be ?xedly secured against rotation relative 
to cap 19by means of a pin... I also prefer 
ably employ a collar 24 on the rod 11 withi 
'in the cap 12,‘ this collar permitting su?‘i 
cient free movement of rod and cap, but act 
ing to cause the cap to be raised when de 
sired,'_ thus taking pressure from'the pack 
ingmember 14. _ . - 

The operation of. the parts so far de 
scribed will be-readily understood. When 
the packer is to be introduced into the well, 
the rod 11 is threaded so as to tend towith 
draw it from the sleeve, thus practically in 

' creasing the distance between the‘ caps 12' 
and 19,. the increase being in the length of 
.the‘adjusting element formed by the rod 11, 
sleeve 21 and‘ stem 23, it being understood 
that the collar .24, during this movement, 
contacts with the cap 12v and ‘causes this 
change in position of that cap. ,. As a re 
sult, the parts are in what may be considered 

' as a collapsed condition, both slips and pack 
ing 14'b'eing collapsed and thus providing a 
structure ‘which will freely pass down 
wardlyin the well. While the superposed 
tubing .is- above the packer, the weight of 
this tubing, with the rod in the position to 
expandth'e parts, will not cause the expand 
ing of packing and slips, since'a ?xed dis 
tance between the ‘two caps would prevent 
such application of pressure on the caps at . 
either end as‘ would provide the relative 
movement therebetween which is required 
to produce the expanding action. ’ 
As will be obvious, such ?xed length of 

the, adjusting element formed by‘the rod, 
sleeve and stem will retain the parts in po 
sition to freely. pass through the well until 
va change in distance is had'between said 

Obviously, a co lar-or other suitable ‘ 
device may be- employed in place out the pin,‘ 
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" ing' the rod 11 into the sleeve~21 ‘the sleeve _ 
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caps. This change- is'iprovided" thread= 

remaining stationary, the threading action 
being provided vby'rotating the "superposed 
tubing, the member 10, and the rod 11. This 
threading action will obviously cause a de- _. 
crease in the length of'the'adjusting element 
with the result that the cap 12 is forced 
downwardly on the tube 13 to apply the. 
desired pressure. As will be ‘readily under 

‘ stood, this expanding action is dependent 

.15. 
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' ' movement. ' ' ' 
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upon‘ the sleeve being held from rotation 
with the rod 11 inv order that the threading 
action may be provided, and since the packer 
structure, vin addition -.to such threading 
action, is arranged so as to pass freely 

' within the well, I prefer to employ means 
which will serve ‘to ‘engage the walls of the 
well so as -_to restrict liability of the sleeve . 
turning when this threading action is de 
sired. This is provided in the present em 
bodiment of the invention by the connection 
,ofthe ‘stationary portionv of the adjusting 
element (the sleeve and stem) with the lower‘ 
cap. 19 in such manner as to prevent're1a-. 
tive rotational movement therebetween, thus 
enabling the member 19 to be employed as 
a carrier for means to restrict this turning 

In the drawings, I have shown two forms 
of devices for this purpose, that shown in 

.. Figs. -1 and 2 being in the form of pivoted 
elements 30 housed within an extension 19'‘ 
of the lower cap and being adapted'to be 
moved pivotally and thus cause the lower 
portions of the member 30. to be swung out 
wardly by a. hollow cone-shaped member 

- 31 carried on an‘ extension 23b of the stem 

'40 

' The sleeve 32 is of any desired length,'that I 
45 

' lower ends of the slot. 
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23. The cone-shaped member 31 is carried 
by a sleeve 32 having slots 32‘1 Within which 
‘pins 23° carried by extension 23b extend, 
these slots serving to limit the length of' 
movement of the sleeve on said extension. 

shown in the drawings being such as .,to 
project slightly belowthe lower end of the 
extension 23b when the 

The sleeve 32is normally in its lower po 
sition, as shown in Fig. 1, being retained 
in such position by its weight, at which 

' time the inclined surfaces provided by the 
member 31 are ineffective to cause projection 
of the members 30, the latter thus being 
housed and consequently permitting free 
downward movement of the packer within 
the well. As the structure reaches the bot 
tom‘ of the well or comes in contact with 
material which may be contained therein, 
the sleeve 32 contacts therewith, the result 
being that further downward movement of‘ 
the packer causes the member 31 to operate 
members 30 and project them outwardly into 
engagement with the walls of the well, this 
being the position shown in Fig. '2. As 

pins 23° are at the 

I‘ shown in Fig, '5, the members 30 move out 
wardly ‘in a radial direction, and will thus 
serve to retain the member 19 against rota-J 
tion ,when en a 'ng vthe walls of the well, 
.thereby permlttmg the threading action to 
take place and setting the packer in posi 
tion. This particular arrangement pro 
vides an operation‘ along the lines of the 
anchor type of structures and operates au 
tomatically when 'the bottom of the well 
is reached.- ‘Obviously, the length of the 
sleeve 32 will control the distance from the 
bottom of the ‘well at which the packer or 
plug .is to be placed, and to permit this 
length to be adjustable, the sleeve 32 is 
.shown as threaded to permit the ‘addition 
of other lengths for controlling this distance. 
In connection with the anchor type of 

operation, it should be noted that the par 
ticular formation of and the manner in 
which the members 30 are projected, causes 
these'members to also act as supports tend 
ing to prevent downward movement of the 
packer, thus taking the support of the 
packer to a‘ considerable extent off of the 
sleeve 32,- these members thus forming an 
auxiliary to the packing 14 in sustaining 
the packer in position. Consequently, a set 
tling of material beneath the sleeve will be 
practically ine?'ective to change the position 

‘of, ‘the packerafter having been set, thus 
tending ‘to eliminate liability of stripping 
of the packing such as may ensue under 
similar circumstances with the anchoring 
‘devices of which I have knowledge. 

Where the packer is to be installed at a 
point considerably above the bottom of the 
.well so that an extension of the sleeve 32 
would be of inordinate length, I preferably 
employ a structure such as shown in Fig. 
'6, in whichthe cap 19 'is provided with a 
plurality of wheels 35 preferably carried,‘ 
on springs 36, these wheels penetrating the 
walls ‘of thewell and operating to hold the 
member 19 against rotation. In this par 
ticular form, no automatic means are pro 
vided for ‘determining the proper point of ' 
packer application, dependence being placed 
,on the operator to determine the point at 
which he desires the packer to be located, 
whereupon, he simply provides the thread 
ing operation heretofore referred to, the 
wheels ‘35 serving to, retain the sleeve 21 
against rotation while the rod 11 is operated 
from the top of the well. 7 
As will-‘be readily understood, the packer 

is ?rmly held against movement under pres 
sures by both slips and packing, in addition 
to which the form shown in Fig. 2 will pro 
vide against movement in a downward direc 
tion, the setting of the packer being pro 
vided by the threading operation referred to, 
upon completion of which the member 10 is 
disengaged and the superposed tubing taken 
out. ' I . 
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. Shouldit be desired to remove the packer, 
it would be necessary only to reengage the 
member 10 and rod 11 and rotate the rod in 
the direction. to increase the distance between _ 
the caps 12 and 19, whereupon, the expandl 
ing pressures will be released, permitting the 
slips and packing to collapse and thus free 
ing the packing and permitting its removal, ' 
it being assumed that provision is made to 
cause the slips to collapse when such pres 
sure is relieved. Where the arrangement is 
as, shown in Fig. 6, a release of the pressure 
will permit‘the packer to be. readily with- ‘ 
drawn while in the arrangement shown in 
Fig. 2, the upward movement of the packer 
would cause the members 30 to again pass 
into the housing and thus permit such free 
withdrawal movement. 

If desired, the tube 13 may be supported 
on a spring 37, this arrangement tending to' 
form a cushion fol-this (tube and preventing 
undue pounding, etc._, during movements of 
the packer into and out of position. 

; While I have herein shown and described 
preferred means for carrying out the present _ 
invention, it will be readily understood that 
changes and modi?cations therein may be 
required or desired to meet the exigencies of 
use, and I reserve the right to makeany and‘ 
all such changes as may be found necessary 
for this purpose in so far as the same may 
fall within the spirit and scope of the inven 
tion as expressed ‘in the accompanying 
claims. 
What I claim is :— - I 

1. In a packing plug and in combination, 
opposing end members, slips and a packing 
member between said end members, and 
means for adjustably connecting said end 
members to increase or decrease the distance 
therebetween at will, the relative movements 
of said end members to decrease such dis 
tance serving to expand the packing member 
and the slips.‘ 

2. In a packing plug and in combination, 
opposing end members, slips and a packing 
member located between said end members, 
and threaded elements connecting said end 

' members and cooperating to vary the dis 
50 
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tance therebetween at will, the varying 
movements in one direction serving to vex 
pand the packing member and the slips. .. 

3. In a packing plug and in combination, 
opposing end members, slips and-a packing 
member located between said end members, 
and threaded elements connecting said end 
members and cooperating to vary‘ the dis 
tance therebetween at will, the varying 

' movements in one direction serving to ex 
60 
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pand the packing member and‘the slips, and 
means adapted to engage the walls of a well 
for retaining oneof said threaded ‘elements 
against rotation. 

4. In a packing plug;and in combination, 
opposing end members, slips andpa packing 

1,185,116 

member located between said end members, ' 
and threaded elements connecting said end 
members and cooperating to vary the dis- - 
tance therebetween at vwill, the varying move- - 
ments in one direction serving to expand the 
packing member and the slips’, and means 
adapted to engage the walls of a well for‘ 
retaining one of said threaded elements 

70 

against rotation, said latter means including > 
a plurality of pivotal members adapted to be 
automatically projected outwardly whenthe 
plug has reached a predetermined osition. 

5. In a packing 
opposing end mem ers, a packing member 
located between said end members, and 
threaded elements connecting said end'mem- . 
bers and cooperating intermediate the end 
members to vary the distance therebetween, 
at will, the varying movements in one direc 
tion serving to expand the packing member. 

6. Inv a packing lug and in combination, 
opposing end mem ers, slips and a packing 

' member located between said end members, 
and means for adjustably connecting said 
end members to vary the distance therebe 
tween at will, the varyingmovements in one 
direction serving to expand the packing 
member and slips, said means serving to 
prevent expanding of the packing member 
and slips by application of superimposed 
weight. 

7. In a packing lug and in combination, 
opposing end mem ers, slips and a packing 
-member located between said end members, 
and means for adjustably connecting said 
end members to vary the distance therebe 
tween at will, the varying movements in one 

ug and in com ination, 
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direction serving to expand the packing _ 
member and slips, said means serving to 
prevent expanding of the packing member 
and slips by application of superimposed 
weight, .said ad]usting means comprising 
threadedelements one of which is adapted 
to be retained against rotational movement, 
vby contact with the well wall. 

8. In a packing plug, and in combination, 
upper and lower end members, a slip cage 
adjacent the lower end member and carry 
ing slips, a packing member adjacent the 
upper end member, a slip expanding mem 
ber between the packing member and the 
slips, and threaded elements adjustably con 
necting said end members to vary the dis 
tance therebetween, said adjusting move 
ments in one direction ‘acting to expand the 
packing member and slips. . 

9. In a packing plug and in combination, 
upper’ and lower end members, slips and a 
packing member positioned between said 
end members, and threaded elements con 
necting said end members, whereby the su 
perimposed weight will be applied to the 
'lower end member to prevent setting of the 
plug by such superimposed weight, said ele 
ments bemg adapted to vary the distance 
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between said end members to expand the 
slips and packing member at will. _ 

10. In a packing plug and in combina 
tion, a tubular member, opposing end mem-' 
bers positioned thereon, slips and a packing 
member carried by said tubular member, 
and threaded elements extending through 
said tubular member and adapted to vary 
the distance between the end members at 
will, whereby the threading action of said 
elements in one direction will expand the 
slips and packing member. _ 

11. In a packing plug and in combina 
tion, opposing end members, slips and a 
packing member interposed between ‘said 
end members, and means for adjustably 
connecting said end members to vary the 
distance therebetween at will, said means 
comprising a socket member carried by one 
end member, and a rod carried by the other 
end member and threaded to said socket 
member, the threading of said rod in one 
direction acting to expand the slips and 
packing member. 

12. in a packing plug and in combina-' 
tion, opposing end members, slips and a 
packing member interposed between said 
end members, and means for adjustably 
connecting said end members to vary the 
distance therebetween at will, said means 
comprising a socket member carried by one _ 
end member, and a rod carried by the other 
end member and threaded to said socket 
member, the threading of said rod in one 
direction acting to expand the slips and 
packing member, said rod and. sleeve hav- 
ing complemental meansto limit the thread 
ing movement of the rod in the opposite 

. direction. 
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13. In a packing plug and in combina 
tion, opposing end members, slips and‘ a 
packing member interposed between v‘said 
end members, and means for adjustably 
connecting said end members to vary the 
distance therebetween at will, said means 
comprising a socket member carried by one 
end member, and a rod carried by the other 
end member and threaded to said socket‘ 
member, the threading of said rod in one 
direction acting to expand the slips- and 
packing member, said rod and sleeve having 
complemental means to limit the threading 
movement ofthe rod in the opposite direc 

' tion, said rod-also carrying a member adzpté 1 
is ed to move an end member when the r 

threaded in the latter direction. 
14. In a packing structure and in com 

packer. 

bination, opposing end members, packing 
members between said end members adapted 
to be rendered active by the application of 
pressure, each packing member having one‘ 
of its faces adapted to act as a packing 
face, the packing face of one member being 
on a side opposite the side having the simi 
lar face of the other member, and means 
for adjustably connecting said end members 
to increase or decrease the distance there 
between, the relative movements of said end 
members to decrease such distance serving 
to position the packing faces of both mem 
bers in packing relation, vwhereby. one of 
said members will act as a leakage guard 
relative to the other member. 

15. In a packing structure and in combi 
nation, opposing end members, a packing 
member and a supplemental packing ele 
ment between said end members, and means 
for adjustably connecting said end mem 
bers to increase pr decrease the distance 
therebetween at will, the relative movement 
of said end members to decrease such dis 
tance serving to expand the packing mem 
ber and compress the packing element. 

16. In a well packer, the combination of 
a packer having a body member, a supple 
mental compressible packing member, a 
support for the packing member, said body 
member of the packer and the support for 
the packin member being relatively mov 
able longi udinally of the packer, and 
means adjustable at will for applying pres-, 
‘sure to the packing member to compress the 
latter against the body member of the 

17.111 a well packer, the combination of 
a packer having a body member, a supple 
mental compressible packing member, a su - 
port for the packing member, said he y 
member of the packerand the sup ort for 
the packing member being relative y mov 
able longitudinally ‘ of the packer, and 
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means adjustable at will for applying pres- ' 
sure to the packing member to compress the 
latter against the body member of the. v 
packer, said means being rendered active 
.by the packer setting movements of the 
packer structure. 
In testimony whereof, I a?ix my‘signay 

ture in presence of two witnesses. 

PATRICK H. MACK. 

Witnesses: 
. S. A. MGFARLAND, 

Homer: G. Snrrz. 
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